
The prices shown here are based on our 
most popular items. All price here are based 
on digital print onto high quality 350gsm 
matt white card, or signage and boards 
printed onto 3mm Foamex.

We quote for every job individually, so if you 
are looking for something a little bit different 
please get in touch. We would be happy to 
provide you with a tailored quote. 

20+  30+  40+  50+  
£2.60  £2.10  £1.75  £1.60
£3.00  £2.50  £2.00  £1.75
£3.20  £2.75  £2.25  £1.80
£3.50  £3.00  £2.50  £2.00
£2.50  £2.00  £1.30  £1.00
£2.50  £2.00  £1.30  £1.00

Save the Date (A6) + Envelope  
Invite (A6) + Envelope  
Invite (5”x7”) + Envelope
Invite (A5) + Envelope  
Info Card (A6) double sided  
RSVP (A6)  Envelope  
Printed 5”x7”vellum overlay invitation 
with card backing and eyelet   £5.00  £4.50 £4.50 £4.00
Digital foil print is availiable, please get in touch for a quote 

Envelope Liners, printed Less than 50 - £1.20  More than 50 - £0.95  
and fitted to envelopes  

Belly band  From 40p
Printed belly band From £1.25 
Vellum bundle Wrap with basic twine From £1.00

Stock wax seals (self-adhesive)  From £1.00 
Foil monogram stickers  From 30p
Hand applied gold leaf   From £1.00
Tassels From 25p 

Guests names and addresses 
printed on invitation envelopes  From £1.00 

Return address printed onto
RSVP envelope From £1.00

Envelope hand written  From £1.25

Finishing Touches

If you are looking for something truly 
individual, our bespoke service is for you. 
We work closely with our couples to create 
their perfect stationery, hand-crafted 
beautifully to compliment their day. We are 
always happy to bring to life unusual and 
inspired requests for stationery elements 
and ‘on the day’ pieces.

Our bespoke design service is covered by a 
one off fee of £200, with all stationery items 
then charged per item as with our House 
Collections. 

Get in touch today for 
a tailored quote 
Lo@somers-creative.com



     20+  30+  40+  50+   
Save the Date (A6) + Envelope  £2.60  £2.10  £1.75  £1.60
Invite (A6) + Envelope   £3.00  £2.50  £2.00  £1.75
Invite (5”x7”) + Envelope  £3.20  £2.75  £2.25  £1.80
nvite (A5) + Envelope   £3.50  £3.00  £2.50  £2.00
Info Card (A6) double sided  £2.50  £2.00  £1.30  £1.00
RSVP (A6)  Envelope   £2.50  £2.00  £1.30  £1.00
Printed 5”x7”vellum overlay invitation
with card backing and eyelet   £5.00   £4.50  £4.50  £4.00
Digital foil print is availiable, please get in touch for a quote 

 

Envelope Liners, printed   Less than 50 - £1.20  More than 50 - £0.95  
and fitted to envelopes   

Belly band     From 40p   
Printed belly band   From £1.25 
Vellum bundle Wrap with basic twine From £1.00

Stock wax seals (self-adhesive)  From £1.00 
Foil monogram stickers   From 30p
Hand applied gold leaf    From £1.00
Tassels     From 25p 

Guests names and addresses 
printed on invitation envelopes  From £1.00   

Return address printed onto
RSVP envelope    From £1.00

Envelope hand written   From £1.25
   
    
 

The prices shown here are based on our 
House Collection designs printed onto high 
quality 350gsm matt white card, or signage 
and boards printed onto 3mm Foamex.

We quote for every job individually, so if you 
are looking for something a little bit different 
please get in touch. We would be happy to 
provide you with a tailored quote. 

 
    
 
     20+  30+  40+  50+ 
Order of Service (A5 8pp)  £3.50  £3.00  £2.50  £2.00

A5 Table name card double sided From £5.00
A5 Menu (double sided)  £2.50  £2.00  £1.50  £1.25
DL Menu (double sided)  £2.50  £2.00  £1.50  £1.25
Tent place card    £2.00  £1.75  £1.50  £1.00
Tag place card     £2.20  £1.90  £1.60  £1.10

Digitally personlised with names:
Place card DL menu combo   £2.60  £2.20  £1.90  £1.70
Tent place card     £2.25  £2.00  £1.75  £1.45
Tag place cards    £2.60  £2.30  £1.90  £1.50

Quotes for ribbon and hand applied gold/silver/copper leaf finishing are available upon request 
We offer handlettering for place cards, this costs £1 per place card or tag.

Table Plan A1       £50.00 each 
Welcome Boards / Direction signage A2  £45
Order of the day A1     £50
Order of the day A1 with bespoke illustrations    From £80

We offer both freehand lettering and illustration, as well as cut vinyl artwork for signage. These prices 
do not include the cost of the acrylic/frame/mirror etc but we can source them for you. Alternatively 
we are happy to use something you have sourced - and we will quote for work on unusual surfaces 
where possible!

Freehand writing and illustration   From £35
Cut vinyl lettering and artwork       From £75
Palette / wood / porous surface painting  From £50

On-the-day Details

If you are looking for something truly 
individual, our bespoke service is for you. 
We work closely with our couples to create 
their perfect stationery, hand-crafted 
beautifully to compliment their day. We are 
always happy to bring to life unusual and 
inspired requests for stationery elements 
and ‘on the day’ pieces.

Delivery for large items is charged at a flat 
fee of £14, but we are happy for you to 
collect work from us in person if it is 
convenient.

Get in touch today for 
a tailored quote 
Lo@somers-creative.com

Bespoke Signage




